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This book is helpful information for boomers and their parents to open the vital discussions
they have to have about financial, legal, medical and emotional issues before it's too late. It
explores the areas of entitlement, responsibility, forgiveness, love and legacy.The things we did
and said and wish we hadn’t…The things we could have said and didn’There is no best time for
these conversations.t…. That time is NOW.There's only ‘in time’
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A Must-Read for anybody in a family Are you in a family group? It is extremely accessible and
practical, but avoids becoming a dry "how exactly to" guidebook since it is glued jointly by
concerns of the heart. Hayse presents a framework for discussion of these topics and
generously shares her personal connection with loss and recovery. She shows how dealing with
these touchy subjects before it's too late, can help you avoid regret and guilt. Any kind of
amends you would desire to make or forgiveness you would seek? Helga writes in a comfy,
natural style that places the reader relaxed, and paves the way for dialogue to occur. At times
funny, and at times quite poignant, it really is an important book to learn.Timely, relevant and
wise In Money, Like & Is everything ideal? If the answers are "yes" and "not exactly", then this
publication is vital.After buying and scanning this book, we began a number of conversations
with our elderly parent, our adult children and stepchildren and most important, with each other
about how we want to plan our very own futures.Helga Hayse' Cash, Love & Legacy is a reserve
we refer to on a regular basis. IF MY SONS HAD Browse THIS BOOK PRIOR TO THE RECENT
Loss of life OF THEIR Dad (MY EX Spouse)A GREAT DEAL OF GRIEF , ANGER AND DIS
AGREEMENT WOULD HAVE BEEN AVOIDED.. It's more like a Life Preparation guide with an
excellent friend. FREQUENTLY WE DO NOT KNOW HOW TO COPE WITH THE "TOUCHY"
SUBJECTS OF LIFE, HOWEVER THEY ARE THERE AND HELGA HANDLES THE Topics WITH
WISDOM, FORESIGHT AND EXPERIENCE. Opening the Conversation Helga Hayse's book,
"Cash, Love, and Legacy - Conversations that Matter Between Generations" is a must read for
anyone wanting to understand the partnership between love and cash, and how this romantic
relationship plays out in our own families. She has provided a blue printing for the conversations
we must have if you want to live and take action consciously and with integrity in reconciling
issues of the heart with matters of money, and the legacy we leave as a result. Ms. Ms. She
shares around history, research, and stories, her own among others, to motivate us to consult
the hard questions - about our parent's and our own mortality, about our children and their
attitudes, and about our very own ability to understand and forgive. Then she displays us how to
start the discussion and keep it going.This is the first book of its kind I have seen. Legacy, Helga
Hayse takes emotionally charged, difficult topics between parents, children and family
members, and provides wise and relevant advice on why it's therefore important to discuss
them. I am old enough to have seen the harm caused by families not really discussing these
important issues before it is too late. Yesterday, I handed my three grown daughters each a
copy, and I'm actually looking forward to our upcoming conversations with this reserve as our
guide. LEGACY BY HELGA HAYSE . Keep Solo Diners, 2nd Edition A MUST READ FOR EVERY
FAMILY EVEN THE FUNCTIONAL ONES I RECENTLY READ MONEY LOVE & She also
discusses psychological, practical and spiritual matters for those left behind. Money Like and
Legacy speaks to the crucial conversations we have to have with family members and other
loved ones not only about our monetary affairs and burial requests but also about additional
subjects of significance. Is there relationship problems which have to be cleared up? Have you
shared your important values and truths together with your loved ones? Grudges, anger,
perceived wrongs, misunderstandings, whatever, will all be trumped eventually by death and its
own finality. Hayes will not give us the answers. Drawing on her experience with her own
parents, and also the countless stories she's gathered in her workshops and years of analysis,
she explains why becoming correct isn't so important in the end, that forgiveness is simple and
only takes one individual, and that with respect for someone else's view, also the touchiest
topics like money and death are manageable. That is a book that all can benefit as they
contemplate their very own deaths or the loss of those they love.FOR I AM PROVIDING THEM



WITH A COPY, I BELIEVE MY PASSING WILL BE LESS PAINFUL AS , HOPEFULLY, WE COULD
HAVE DOTTED THE I'S AND CROSSD THE T'S. I understand I did. Waited until it had been too
late for a mutually rewarding exchange of problems and emotions.At that time, letting matters
slide until "tomorrow" was deceptively easy --- dealing with the aftermath of things unsaid is not
easy, especially with no recourse. (And get one for your parent(s) or grown-up kid(s). Legacy
offers what most of us want and desire inside our heart-of-hearts --- a gentle and intensely
informative guidebook for coping with two taboo subjects: money and death.Understand this
book NOW!Cash Love & Five SIMPLE ACTIONS to Success150-Plus Tips On How to Entice
&Marya Charles Alexander, authorThe Artwork and Fulfillment of Solo Dining ---
REVEALED!)Note: the "Legacy Binder" (a step-by-step instruction to assembling critical papers
and info) alone will probably be worth the price. In this helpful and important book Helga Hayse
examines the ways we are able to form our legacy and influence how we will be remembered.
Exactly what will we leave in back of? I FOUND IT Interesting, HELPFUL AND POWERFUL.. A
MUST READ FOR EVERY Family members..EVEN THE FUNCTIONAL ONES...SO GO OUT AND
PURCHASE ONE FOR YOURSELF,YOUR LOVED ONES AND YOUR Close friends! Her writing
can be personal, informative and specific. A boon for anybody. ALTHOUGH I DON"T OFTEN
THINK OF MY OWN DEMISE, THIS IS A REALITY SO WHEN MY SONS Go through THIS BOOK.
The reserve is unlike the other "estate preparing" books we've read. A gentle nudge --- for you
personally, for me and also, for any parent or adult child Did you defer having "that"
conversation with your parents? THANKS HELGA.
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